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NORTH and SOUTH CAMPUS VIEW
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SOUTH CAMPUS VIEW
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Proposed Building Envelope
Revised in response to Mar 9th meeting
VIEW: towards Health Science Complex from Outer Circle Rd.

- Proposed Building Envelope
- Revised in response to Mar 9th meeting
VIEW: towards the South Build front entrance

- Proposed Building Envelope
- Revised in response to Mar 9th meeting
VIEW: towards the South Building from the Collegeway at Outer Circle Rd.

- Proposed Building Envelope
- Revised in response to Mar 9th meeting
VIEW: towards the South Building front entrance from the Transit Stop
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NORTH CAMPUS VIEW 1
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NORTH CAMPUS VIEW 2
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VIEW: Five minute walk toward the North Building site
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VIEW: Along North Building site toward the Instructional Centre
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VIEW: to North Building site from residential backyard
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VIEW: North Building site from Outer Circle Rd
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VIEW: to North Building site from Academic Quad

- Proposed Building Envelope
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VIEW: from HMALC addition to Academic Quad
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VIEW: Outer Circle Rd. towards the RAWC
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VIEW: Outer Circle Rd. towards the RAWC
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VIEW: towards the Student Center
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VIEW: from transit stop
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VIEW: Kaneff Building
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Potential Development

Outer Ring
Outer Ring Development * :

includes Potential Surface Parking, Expansion of the Paleomagnetism Lab, the Central Utilities Plant (CUP) and Alumni House. The Plan includes Potential Envelopes for the CUP and Alumni House, and identifies a possible location for surface parking. The Paleomagnetism Lab would expand on its existing site.
Potential Development Sectors 2010

* Outer Ring Development

University of Toronto Mississauga Campus: UTM Master Plan Update

Campus and Facilities Planning | for March 29 2010
Alumni House-Aerial View
Feedback from the UTM Community during the Master Plan process suggests a desire to preserve and possibly expand the Alumni House. The 38mx50m building envelope is the proposed maximum footprint for expansion on the site. In order to respect the building’s heritage, the building envelop is set back from and aligned with the existing structure.

This site presents an opportunity to connect with the neighboring community.

Alumni House-Proposed Plan
Alumni House-Proposed Building Envelope

first floor partially below grade
Central Utilities Plant (CUP)-Aerial View
In the short term, equipment will be scaled up in the CUP without expanding the footprint of the Plant.

The 46mx36m building envelope is proposed as a maximum footprint, if additional expansion is required in future (based on original expansion drawings for the plant).
View of Proposed CUP Building Envelope

- Proposed Building Envelope
View of CUP from HMALC

Proposed Building Envelope
View of CUP from Outer Circle Rd.

Proposed Building Envelope